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 OPENING OF A NEW INSTITUTE (ANALYSIS OF FATE) !!!  

named ISCHAP IN ZÜRICH in the year 2007  
by INES GRÄMIGER  

 
 
 
 

 
❍     The official Szondi-Institute in Zürich (Krähbühlstr. 3o) motivated  
me to take over some education programmm of "Schicksalsanalyse/Analysis of fate" -  
because the courses with classes at the Szondi-Institut are canceled for the moment  
and the HAP (Hochschule für Angewandte Psychologie) stopped totaly the topic of  
Szondi following the Bologna - concept. 
 
 
❍     So I had to found an new institute . It will be a interdisciplinary institute, which  
is working together with peoples from other disciplines and wisdom.
 
 
❍     It is called: Institute ISCHAP
 
 

         I = INTERDISZIPLINÄRE  
   SCHA = SCHICKSALS-  
           P = PSYCHOLOGIE

     
     (interdisciplinary)  
     (analysis of fate)  
     (psychology)

 
❍     It is no more possible in this times to form classes of students  
during years. Therefore I will train my students very individually.  
The student decides, which aspects of Szondi he wants to learn( how, when,  
how intensly, how long) - and we create an invidual programm to reach his goal. 
 
 
❍     So it will also be possible for people from foreign countrys to study  
at the new institute (for example by staying in Zürich for a week or more with  
daily and intense meatings with me or an acutal groupe)
 
 
The main goals to reach (by studying at the ISCHAP) will be:  
   
❍     studys to adapt the analysis of fate to every other profession
   
❍     studys for every laique person (non-psychologists)
   
❍     studys to become a Szondi-test-experte
   
❍     for psychologists: to become a psychologist of analysis of fate (in form of advanced study)
   
❍     for psychotherapists: to become a psychotherapist of analysis of fate (adevanced study)
   
❍     for graphologists: to become a graphologist of analysis of fate
   
❍     to participate at the actual working groups and postgraduate groupes
 
 
I would be glad to hear from many interested peoples from all over the world,  
and I will be glad to answer all questions... We hope to bring new blossoming life  
in the topic of analysis of fate ..  
We had allready a very beautiful first opening party at the 13. of octobre 07 with  
15 students and very close persons...  
 
Ines Grämiger, Zürich, November 2007 
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